iii Table of The work consists of hydrogenating Si samples by different methods such as low-energy implantation, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma and thermal diffusion. The samples will be provided through NREL. The experimental work has been carried out at Penn State involves the study of hydrogen interaction with defects, trapping, migration and formation of complexes. The principal vehicle for the latter study will be ion implantation, and the intent is to understand mechanisms of defect passivation and activation by hydrogen.
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Approach/Background:
NREL has implemented a study of hydrogen passivation of impurities and defects in silicon solar cells. The work includes theoretical and experimental components that will be performed at different universities. The theoretical studies will consist of calculation of the structure and parameters related to hydrogen diffusion and interactions of hydrogen with transition metal impurities in silicon. Experimental studies will involve measurements of hydrogen and hydrogen-impurity complexes, and diffusion properties of various species of hydrogen in Si. The experimental work at Penn State includes introduction of hydrogen in a variety of PV Si by ECR plasma, low energy ion implantation and thermal diffusion. The specific tasks will be the evaluation of hydrogen interaction with defects engineered by ion implantation; defect passivation, activation and migration in hydrogenated Si under thermal anneal; electrical activity of hydrogen-impurity complexes. Electrical characterization will entail I-V and C-V measurements, spreading resistance, and deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).
Major Accomplishments:
The first experimental study focused on the creation of buried cavity layers in Si by He implantation and thermal anneal, followed by hydrogenation. The ultimate motivation behind this work is evaluation of gettering ability of these nanocavities and using hydrogen-soaked cavities as a source of atomic hydrogen for passivation of defects elsewhere in the structure. He implant-induced nanocavity layers have been shown to be most effective for gettering fast-2 diffusion metals in conventional Si technology. While gettering of the conventional thick (300 µm) Si substrate in PV is a difficult task, we expect our technique to be very effective for the thin c-Si technologies being developed. The work also has bearing on realizing thin crystalline Si films for solar cells using ion-cut and wafer bonding approaches.
The cavities were formed in crystalline Si with (80 keV These results confirm the strong affinity of the cavities for hydrogen, and disclose passivation of the extended defects in the cavities as well as a new strong minority carrier DLTS peak due to the hydrogen-induced damage.
We have also successfully fabricated multiple layers of such He-induced cavity or void regions in Si. Such multi-layered cavity regions are of interest in tailoring the gettering and hydrogen passivation layers in thin film Si for photovoltaics.
The generation of these layered cavity regions has been found to depend critically on the implant/anneal sequences employed.
For instance, a sequence of three implants with decreasing energy (160 keV, 130 keV and 110 keV) followed by a single 800 C -1 hour anneal results in the formation of a single oid layer. But the same sequence interspersed with 800 C -1 hour anneal after each implant gives rise to three distinct void layers, with the void density decreasing progressively from the top layer. The void layers and their evolution have been evaluated using SEM and TEM. Under isothermal anneal, the cavity shape changes from a Figure 1 Cavity layers generated by cascade implants with anneal at each step. The depth of the void layer due to the 160 keV implant is 0.91 µm, the 130 keV implant is 0.8 µm and that of 110 keV is 0.7 µm.
3 distinct hexagonal geometry to a rounded spheroidal shape as the anneal time is increased. PL spectra at 77 K reveal a broad peak at 0.8 eV for all the He-implanted and annealed samples, attributable to vacancy clusters.
The use of ECR hydrogen plasma on shallow junction formation and low-temperature dopant activition has also been studied. For the thin crystalline Si cells under development, the photovoltaic junction needs to be shallower than normal. While conventional ion implantation is an impractical technique for low-cost PV fabrication, alternatives such as plasma immersion implantation (that does not require mass analyzer, etc.) may prove to be cost-effective and so this study is of relevance to photovoltaics. Experimental as well as theoretical studies have
shown that atomic hydrogen in the crystalline Si lattice can reduce the thermal budget for activation anneals, while also enhancing dopant activation. This has been attributed to lattice relaxation, which occurs because of the termination of silicon dangling bonds by hydrogen and charge screening. It has been shown for example that for a phosphorus dopant atom at an interstitial site, the reduction in the activation energy is almost 3.0 eV (depending on the configuration of hydrogen and the vacancy). An earlier study involving the implantation of hydrogen into the region implanted with phosphorus showed a 10% increase in dopant activation when compared to an un-hydrogenated (UH) implanted case. The results from such furnace anneals differ considerably from rapid thermal anneals (RTA), since the thermal budget for RTA is vastly lower.
We studied the influence of plasma hydrogen treatment on p-n junction formation in Si In continuation of this project, further efforts over the next 2-year period will involve carrying out hydrogen plasma passivation of new multicrystalline samples furnished by NREL, and evaluating the influence of hydrogen on He nanocavity formation and gettering for solar cells.
